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Brief Overview
The�award-winning�ANTEROS®�software�offers�functionalities�for�
professional, efficient, web-based maintenance of product data and 
media�as�well�as�for�publishing�in�print�catalogs,�online�shops,�online�
catalogs,�apps�and�electronic�catalogs.

Outperform the 
competition with 
INCONY
INCONY‘s software products and 
services enable you to achieve 
the highest degree of automation 
in your product and image data 
maintenance, the creation of print 
documents as well as web catalogs 
and data exports and imports. 
If desired, INCONY can adapt the 
software to your layout and functio-
nal requirements on a customer-spe-
cific basis, but you can also custo-
mize many things yourself.

Highly efficient product 
data maintenance
INCONY is one of the pioneers of 
PIM thanks to their PIM system 
ANTEROS and had users from 
technical industries with many 
attributes as early as 1996.

As a result, emphasis was placed 
at an early stage on the efficient 
maintenance of complex product 
data.   

Fast, flexible, modern
ANTEROS 5 is portal-based. This 
means for you that you can flexibly 
utilize your data thanks to extensive 
configuration options and individual 
customization. At the same time, 
your PIM system is kept modular 
by portlets/apps and plug-ins, e.g. 
to install additional modules and 
portlets at any time if required.  
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“Even though Hella already had some 
modern IT systems in use, we were 

amazed at the convenient and flexible 
data management of ANTEROS.“

 
Rainer Holthaus

Hella

 
ANTEROS

ANTEROS has many functions 
for the systematization of your 
product data (PIM), enabling 

you to maintain products more 
efficiently. The printengine and 
online shop are fully integrated 

with PIM and MAM.

Faster project 
implementation
While some other systems only offer 
a framework and the initial system 
setup alone takes much longer, 
ANTEROS already offers a functional 
and finished system, which can be 
flexibly adapted to customer-specific 
requirements.

Integration of modules
Where competitor systems 
need interfaces to MAM-, print-, 
translation- and web-systems, many 
modules are fully integrated in 
ANTEROS.

Flexible import-export 
framework
Other systems can be connected to 
the PIM system with relatively little 
effort. The interfaces on the PIM 
side even adapt automatically by 
data fields when PIM extensions are 
added. 

Intuitive 
usage
The INCONY team had one of the 
first versions of ANTEROS examined 
by the Siemens Usability Lab back 
in the 1990s.  External test persons 
had to solve tasks with ANTEROS 
and eye-tracking glasses were 
used to analyse where in the user 
interface the users progressed 
quickly and where less quickly. 
These findings were not only 
incorporated into the user interface 
of this version, but were also an 
important criterion for further 
development. 
 

Quality Management
In the course of digitisation, the 
amount of data often increases and 
the quality and completeness of this 
data becomes increasingly decisive 
for purchasing decisions.

Data quality control is becoming 
increasingly important. ANTEROS 
serves you as a Quality 
Management System for this.

Print generation  
fully automatic
You can generate print documents 
either in full or in extracts on-
demand, without any typesetting 
system (such as Indesign or 
Indesign server), via the web 
interface. This enables you to create 
customer-specific catalogs at any 
time without additional effort. 
A new trend among our customers: 
they even offer this print-on-demand 
function to their customers as a ser-
vice on their websites for absolutely 
up-to-date data sheets or excerpt 
catalogs and it is well received
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ANTEROS.pim
provides a highly efficient web-based 
method of maintaining product data, 
managing product classifications, 
creating texts, parameters and various 
product relations, and much more.

System Setup

ANTEROS.tm
helps you efficiently translate product data 
and more. Texts are managed in a central. 
When typing the first letters of new texts, 
matching existing texts are suggested. Trans-
lations can be made online and in EXCEL.

ANTEROS�is�module-based,�allowing�you�to�make�gradual�investments.�
Specifically select the modules that you need at any given time. 
Additional�modules�can�be�added�at�any�time.�Thus�you�can�start�your�
investments�with�a�quick-win�and�expand�the�solution�incrementally�
according�to�your�individual�needs.
ANTEROS�offers�the�following�modules:

ANTEROS.mam
to centralize images, videos and documents, 
making them easy to find as well as download 
images in different formats.

ANTEROS.imex
import existing product or classification 
data in XML, CSV or EXCEL format with a 
flexible import/export framework or export 
data completely in full or filtered for vari-
ous application purposes. ANTEROS.webex  
allows you to offer the export function in 
your web-catalog/online shop.

ANTEROS.qm
to clearly monitor the quality of the data 
in a dashboard, execute the displayed 
inspection reports and create own reports 
and quality levels.
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ANTEROS.webapp, ANTEROS.
iphone, ANTEROS.android
for apps with comfortable product search on 
iPhones as well as Android and other smart-
phones.

ANTEROS.wf
for workflow-controlled  
business processes.

ANTEROS.spare
with special functions for single parts cata-
logs, to mark parts in an exploded drawing 
as hotspots and to put desired parts into the 
shopping basket by clicking on the respective 
part in the drawing.

ANTEROS.mp
for a media portal with which sales representa-
tives, merchants and customers can very easily 
search for images and documents and down-
load them in various formats.

ANTEROS.bmecat, ANTEROS.
arge, ANTEROS.dnorm,...
for data export in formats such as BMEcat, Arge, 
Datanorm, TecDoc etc.

ANTEROS.rest
to deeply integrate external systems with ANTE-
ROS via web services.

ANTEROS.label
for efficient label production. Using a label 
editor you can create masks for the labels, 
link them to product data, generate labels and 
even check whether there is enough space on 
the label for all product data.

ANTEROS.print
to generate on-demand product documents 
such as catalogs, price lists or data sheets fully 
automatically with all or selected product data.
With ANTEROS.webprint you can offer the print 
function in your web catalog/online shop, e.g. 
for always up-to-date data sheets.

ANTEROS.web
offers a web catalog or online shop with 
comfortable search functions, product 
comparison and a shopping cart with order 
request (web catalog) or online order (online 
shop).
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Product Information 
Management (PIM)

With ANTEROS you can manage your product data very efficiently. 
Product�data�is�now�regarded�as�an�important�key�to�digitalisation�in�
companies.

Simple classification 
structure
You create one or more classifica-
tions in order to sort your products 
into product categories, subcate-
gories etc. and make them easier 
to find, or to use them as a search 
structure in the online shop, as a ta-
ble of contents in the print catalog or 
for dealer exports.
Standard classifications like ETIM or 
eCl@ss can be easily imported.

The more you 
systematise your 
data with PIM, the 
more efficient data 
maintenance becomes
Using functions such as classifica-
tion, product families and text mo-
dules, you can systematise your pro-
duct data and thus greatly reduce 
the subsequent maintenance effort.
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Easy data entry
Product data managers can enter 
product descriptions, parameter va-
lues, product photos and drawings 
and relationships between products 
in a very simple and structured way 
in several tabs. Use product families 
efficiently maintain specific images, 
texts or certain parameter values for 
several product variants.

See who changed what 
and when
In ANTEROS you can specifically see 
for each individual product, product 
family, category and parameter, but 
also clearly for the entire system, 
which user made which changes in 
the system and when.

Any number of 
parameters
Especially in technical industries, 
products are described by a multi-
tude of parameters. With ANTEROS 
you can flexibly anchor parameters 
in the classification tree, inherit them 
to subcategories and overload them. 
In addition, if required, several para-
meters can be combined into struc-
tured types. 
It is also possible to define whether 
a parameter should have mandatory 
values in products. You can also de-
fine the permissible values/text mo-
dules as default values. In addition, 
parameters can be calculated from 
others (such as volume from length, 
width, height) or texts from other 
parameters (e.g. SEO texts for the 
online shop from parameters and fill 
texts). 
When entering product data, default 
values are displayed as a selection 
list, thus reducing incorrect entries.

With 
the PIM system 

ANTEROS you can 
maintain your product data 

extremely efficiently.
This puts you one step ahead 

of your competitors.
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User administration with 
granular assignment of 
rights
You can make different data and 
operations visible to your users in 
ANTEROS via roles and rights.

Process support
You can intuitively define your 
workflows in a graphical editor 
(Camunda) and also fix roles to ac-
tions. 
During data maintenance, these 
processes are controlled by  
ANTEROS and the process steps 
for the respective roles are visible. 
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Support multiple alphabets
In one system you can store product data in English,  
German, Russian, Chinese, etc. in one system. ANTEROS 
is Unicode-compatible and enables not only data main-
tenance but also the extraction of print documents, web 
catalogs, online shops and apps in many languages and 
also different alphabets.

Data quality check
The dashboard gives you a good 
overview of the quality of your data, 
e.g. which products are not yet ca-
tegorised, where descriptions are 
missing etc. With one click you can 
edit or export these objects for fur-
ther processing. You can also easily 
create additional test reports.

With ANTEROS.pim you can 
maintain product data very 

efficiently.
It is fully integrated with 

the media database (MAM), 
meaning you can upload 

and assign product images, 
documents and videos 

conveniently and efficiently. 

Product data

Pictures

Videos

Documents

PIM

MAM
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Media Asset Management  
(MAM)

The�MAM�module�from�ANTEROS�lets�you�store�media�objects�centrally.�
The�media�can�be�found�via�keyword,�category�or�parameter�search�
and�can�be�enriched�with�additional�metadata.�The�assignment�to�
products�is�easily�performed.

Automatic image conversion
Images only need to be saved once in good quality. ANTEROS automatically converts them into the formats you require 
(e.g. print-draft, web large, web small, Amazon, Otto). If changes are made, you then only have to change exactly one 
image and you do not run the risk of forgetting one of several variants.

Expandable metadata
ANTEROS automatically extracts 
metadata from the media files, 
including creation date and camera 
model. However, you can easily 
extend the metadata in web forms, 
e.g. by adding notes on the license 
validity or usage restrictions of of 
photos, search terms or categories. 
An important thing to keep in 
mind when assigning categories: 
if you assign a media object in 
product data the media objects are 
automatically assigned to these 
categories. 

The automatic categorisation 
saves you a lot of maintenance 
work.

ANTEROS

Simply upload media 
objects
With the Media Manager, videos, 
audio files, images and documents 
can be easily entered and managed 
in the database via drag & drop.  
Mediacan easily be linked to pro-
ducts via the product database.
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Control and improve 
the quality of media 
objects
Using freely configurable rules you 
can define the “cleanliness“ of your 
media database (e.g. minimum 
size of photos) and ANTEROS 
checks whether these minimum 
requirements are met when 
uploading each file. 

You can also use the dashboard to 
check which media objects meet 
your minimum requirements but 
would not be sufficient for certain 
purposes. 

Comfortable search options
The media objects can be searched specifically and web-based via keywords, 
categories, creation date as well as via properties such as licence validity. 

Connection with other 
modules
You can use the media database eit-
her independently or integrated with 
the PIM module to link products with 
your product images.
When using both modules, images, 
videos and documents are automa-
tically searchable by category if they 
are assigned to a categorised pro-
duct.  This allows you to find specific 
product images and product docu-
ments without having to provide this 
metadata for the images.  
A clear efficiency advantage!

Central data 
maintenance:
  - Product data
  - Pictures, docs, videos
  - Translation assistance

Interface, 
Imports, Exports

Print

Web

App

ANTEROS

CSV

SAP

BME

cat
XML

TecDoc

Datanorm
GAEB
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Quality Management (QM)
The�Quality�Management�System�(QMS)�lets�you�control�the�quality�of�
data.�.�In�ANTEROS,�you�can�use�the�ANTEROS.qm�module�to�monitor�
and�gradually�improve�the�quality�of�your�product�data�and�media.

Dashboard
Using the dashboard you can monitor 
the quality of your products and me-
dia and thus have an overview of how 
many and which objects still need to 
be reworked in which aspects.
 

Standardised and user-defined eva-
luations are displayed with the help 
of bar and column diagrams. The re-
sults are clearly displayed with diffe-
rent coloured warning levels.

These evaluations are based on the 
search results of advanced searches 
saved as reports.
With just one click you can therefore 
move from the dashboard to the list 
of objects to be improved in order to 
specifically improve the data quality 
here. 

Cooperation 
of the modules

The overview of the product 
data and its quality is further 
improved by the interaction 

of quality levels and 
dashboard.
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Reports
ANTEROS automatically includes 
some standard reports for the dash-
board. However, you can also create 
test reports yourself.

These include search queries with 
which you can perform analyses and 
evaluations of your data and media 
objects. 

For example, you can monitor whether 
products still need to be categorised, 
translations are missing or whether 
images/documents are not assigned 
and may therefore be deleted.
You can decide whether the report 
should be user-specific or cross-user 
(global) and which colour warning le-
vel is used..

Quality Gates
With the management principle of 
quality gates, interim results are 
regularly monitored and milestones 
can thus be better achieved. For this 
purpose, quality levels are defined 
in ANTEROS, in which it is precisely 
specified which information must be 
fulfilled in this level, e.g. price and 
name in English and German for the 
level “suitable for online shop“. 
Together with the reports and the 
dashboard, this makes it possible to 
divide the step-by-step input of data 
within the team so that, for example, 
one employee is responsible for the 
marketing data and another for the 
technical key data. 

Furthermore, the quality levels can 
be set in predecessor/successor rela-
tionships. A new quality level is only 
reached when the previous one is 
fulfilled. 
In this way, requirements can neither 
be forgotten nor skipped. The current 
quality level of a product is calculated 
automatically by ANTEROS. 
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Central dictionary for 
all texts
In ANTEROS you can very efficiently 
translate your product data into 
other languages. You can define 
specific data as a number, range of 
numbers or language-independent 
text which is not included in the 
translation process.  
ANTEROS collects all language-
specific texts which you use on 
product data, images, etc. in 
a central dictionary. ANTEROS 
provides the texts with a translation 
status which allows you to pull the 
translation-relevant texts out of 
the many texts like a magnet and 
translate them efficiently. 
 

Reuse texts
When maintaining ANTEROS.pim 
you can reuse existing texts from 
the dictionary. For this purpose 
there is a usage icon above all text 
fields, which you can use to search 
for specific texts in the dictionary 
and then link a text.

This ensures a uniform use of texts 
and reduces the translation effort. 

Translation Management 
(TM)

ANTEROS�has�a�dictionary�(translation�memory)�that�is�progressively�built�
up�from�the�texts�of�your�product�data.
This helps you to translate texts centrally and efficiently.
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Texts relevant for 
translation
You can then systematically trans-
late the remaining texts.
ANTEROS automatically marks all 
new texts in the master language 
with the status “Translation neces-
sary“ so that you only need to trans-
late these texts into the respective 
foreign languages in a focused man-
ner, e.g. for a new edition of a cata-
log. 
You can translate the texts either in 
web forms or in EXCEL format.

Translation in web forms
If your national companies or part-
ners need to carry out translations 
directly in the system, you can use 
user roles to restrict the rights in 
such a way that the translator can 
only enter texts in their own langu-
age, but cannot change the other 
data.
Here too, the translator can see 
which sections of the text have chan-
ged since the last translation with 
the help of coloured highlights.
You can also pre-translate new texts 
with an integrated machine transla-
tor to further reduce time.

Translation in EXCEL
EXCEL is often used for external 
translators or a large volume of 
translations. In this case, the texts 
relevant for translation are exported 
in an EXCEL file.

In addition, what has changed in 
the text is highlighted in colour 
to make it easier to recognise the 
translation work. .

 
TMS 

Integration

Translation memory systems 
such as Trados, Across etc. 

can be connected to 
ANTEROS.
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Integration, Import and 
Export

ANTEROS�offers�various�interfaces�and�a�powerful�import/export�
framework�to�transfer�existing�data,�integrate�other�systems�(SAP,�
TecDoc,�Magneto,�Typo3,�...)�and�extract�data�for�various�purposes.�
ANTEROS�offers�both�function�interfaces�and�data�interfaces�for�this�
purpose.

Data interfaces
As data interfaces, the ANTEROS im-
port framework offers the import of 
data in XML-, CSV-, BMEcat-, Tec-
Doc- and EXCEL- format. This allows, 
for example, master data such as 
article numbers and prices to be re-
gularly imported into ANTEROS and 
then enhanced in the PIM with texts, 
images and relations.

Integration with ERP-
systems
In addition, customer prices and 
availabilities from an ERP-system can 
be displayed directly in the ANTEROS 
shop system via web service and or-
ders or order histories can be trans-
ferred.

Filtering of export data
You can not only export all products, 
but also limit the number of products 
with any search queries, e.g. all pro-
ducts with target group = industry. 
You can also export images.

Function interfaces
With function interfaces via web 
services / REST-interfaces, product 
data or category trees from the PIM 
module of ANTEROS can for exam-
ple be displayed on-demand in other 
systems (such as CMS, shop and ERP 
systems).
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Data exports

Web services/ connectors for 
system integration

CSV

XML
XML

CSV

TecDoc
BME

cat

RTF

BME

cat

TecDoc

GAEB

Kunden 
eigene 

Formate

SAP

Data input

Data imports

ANTEROS

Export profile editor
For dealers who only request certain 
product features, you can use the 
export profile editor to define dea-
ler exports in the sense of required 
columns via web templates and then 
carry out this dealer export as often 
as required. 
The import and export data interfaces 
of ANTEROS are so flexible that new-
ly created parameter definitions can 
be exported directly, e.g. as a new 
EXCEL column, without having to re-
program the ANTEROS interfaces.

Creating individual 
export formats
However, if your data in the product 
database is structured differently 
than required by your customer or 
a marketplace, or if they want their 
own formats, INCONY can convert 
this export format for you with 
the  rule language XPEL and 
from then on you can ex-
port the product data in 
this way.

 
Export to 

various formats
The ANTEROS export framework allows 
data to be exported in a wide variety of 

formats. Product data can be exported in 
XML, CSV and EXCEL formats as well 

as in standard formats such as 
BMEcat, Datanorm, Arge, 

etc.

Classification of 
product data
You can also map your product data 
with ANTEROS to other classifica-
tions, e.g. if your customer would 
like to have the product data of all 

suppliers classified accor-
ding to the eCl@ss 

classification.
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Media Portal
As�many�marketing�departments�spend�more�and�more�time�
selecting�product�images�for�partners,�distributors�or�publishers�and�
converting�them�into�the�desired�formats�or�compiling�videos�and�other�
documents,�the�media�portal�helps�you�to�save�this�time.

 
 

Your Corporate 
Design

The media portal can not only be 
provided with your logo, but can 
also be individually adapted to 

your layout wishes.

Simple media search
Inquirers can search for images and 
documents in a simple way and use 
them in various download formats. 
You can assign specific rights to the 
respective individuals accordingly.

Category browsing for 
quick searches
Users can easily browse through the 
product categories: from the main 
categories to sub-categories, etc. 
They see directly the images or do-
cuments that are assigned to the ca-
tegory they clicked on.
Important: You do not have to sort 
the search objects into search trees. 
ANTEROS knows this assignment 
from your product data when you 
assign an image/document to a pro-
duct and a category to the product.
This saves you a lot of time!

Easy to download
A download icon is displayed with 
each image or document. For 
images, you can choose between 
multiple different formats, e.g. web 
large or web mini.
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Folder for x pictures
Use the folder to put together seve-
ral pictures or documents and with 
one action download them all in the 
desired format.

Support multiple 
alphabets
Product and search pages can 
be created in multiple diffe-
rent languages such as English, 
German, Russian, Chinese, etc.  

User administration
You can define which users should 
use the media portal, as well as 
restrict user rights or temporarily 
block the access of individual users 
to the media portal completely.
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Online shops, Online Catalogs, 
information systems.

ANTEROS.web�provides�you�with�one�or�more�online�shops�for�your�
products,�an�online�catalog�or�an�information�system,�which�your�
sales�staff�can�use,�for�example,�to�present�the�variety�of�products�to�
customers and configure relevant product variants. 
ANTEROS.web can be individually configured and adapted to your 
wishes�regarding�layout�and�functionality.

Responsive web design
The solutions can be used on screens, 
tablets and smartphones of various 
sizes. The display adapts to the de-
vices (see also chapter Apps).

Avoid zero hits      
A configurator ensures that selection 
lists are automatically reduced. 
Because often your online shop 
doesn‘t get a second chance if an 
interest runs into a search dead end. 

Avoid search dead ends with   
ANTEROS.
Products can be displayed to the ex-
tent you wish: with characteristics, 
photos, drawings, links, download 
options for documents (such as in-
stallation instructions, CAD files) and 
much more.
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Registration and ERP-
connection
Registration and login functions 
allow you to make your online shop 
or certain data or functions only 
accessible to authorised customers. 
In addition, customer prices and 
availability from the ERP system can 
be displayed directly in the online 
shop and orders can be deeply 
integrated into your processes.

Fully integrated 
with product data 
maintenance
The product data is directly 
transferred from ANTEROS.pim. Due 
to the deep integration of the PIM 
and web module, no interfaces to 
other systems need to be configured 
or programmed.

Website integration
You can also maintain general pages, 
such as company profiles or imprints 
in ANTEROS.
Alternatively, the ANTEROS web shop 
or online catalog can be integrated 
into your existing websites, as well 
as with web content management 
systems (CMS) such as Typo3, Word-
press, OpenCMS or others.

Order functions
Your (new) customers can put toge-
ther an order in a shopping basket 
and send it directly to you.
For recurring orders you can save 
your shopping baskets and use them 
again later at any time.
In addition, an order overview shows 
all orders placed and the shopping 
basket currently open, including de-
tails of when and what will be orde-
red.

Connection 
to other shop 

systems

You can either use the integrated 
ANTEROS shop module or interfaces 
to other shop software to display the 

product data and images maintained 
centrally in the ANTEROS PIM and 

MAM module in the online 
shop.
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Webapp
The ANTEROS webapp makes your 
products searchable on smartphones. 
This applies to the various smart-
phones available on the market, be 
it iPhones, Android mobile phones, 
Windows mobile phones, etc. The 
user interface is optimised for the re-
latively small display area of mobile 
devices, and can be easily operated 
with one finger. Thus, it is possible to 
browse through product categories 
step by step and to show or hide the 
product details using various filters.

App for App Stores
ANTEROS also offers so-called native 
apps, which have been specially pro-
grammed by INCONY for  
iPhones or Android mobile phones. 
While the operating elements and 
buttons of the web app are the same 
for all smartphones, the ANTEROS.
iPhone app, for example, offers  
iPhone-specific menus and operating 
elements.
This makes your app even more in-
tuitive to use for mobile phone users. 
In addition, these types of apps are 
the only ones that can be placed in 
an app store.

   
INCONY 

also supports you 
competently when setting 
up an app in the App Store 
and, if required, expands  

your app with further 
functions

Apps
ANTEROS�offers�various�apps�that�make�your�products�easily�searchable�
on�mobile�devices,�especially�smartphones,�and�present�product�data�
and�images�attractively.�

Comfortable search
In addition to the keyword search, 
your products can also be browsed 
intuitively via product categories. The 
“advanced search” even allows you 
to restrict the search by using para-
meter restrictions, e.g. ” find all brass 
ball valves with diameter 20cm“. 
This allows users to find the relevant 
product from many thousands of pro-
ducts with just a few clicks. 

Fully integrated 
with product data 
maintenance
Your product data is transferred 

directly from ANTEROS.pim so 
that you do not have to main-

tain your app product data 
again. 
Due to the deep integra-
tion of the PIM and app 
module, there are no in-
terfaces to other systems 
to configure or program. 
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Order function
Thanks to the shopping cart, your 
(new) customers can compile re-
levant products directly from their 
smartphone and then trigger an or-
der request or an order. For recurring 
orders, you can save your shopping 
baskets and use them again later at 
any time. In addition, an order over-
view shows all orders already placed 
and the shopping basket currently 
open, with details of when what was 
ordered.

Registration and ERP-
connection
The ANTEROS Apps also offer opti-
onal registration functions and login 
pages so that only authorised cu-
stomers can use your online shop 
or certain data/functions. Customer 
prices can be displayed via ERP-con-
nection.

Multiple alphabets 
support
The product and search pages can be 
displayed in different languages such 
as English, German, Russian, Chine-
se etc.

Display interactive 
product data  
In the PIM module you can define 
exactly which products and which 
product data should be displayed in 
the app. 
In addition to product name, product 
description and price, you can display 
specific technical data, photos, dra-
wings or selected documents. The 
user can interactively open or close 
other aspects of the product data by 
using fold-out cards.
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The rule-based print engine of ANTEROS is significantly more powerful 
and�faster�than�other�print�systems�that�are�still�based�on�the�data�
publishing�principle�and�therefore�work�template-based.�� �
ANTEROS.print�allows�the�fully�automatic�generation�of�even�complex�
structured�documents�without�any�rework�in�typesetting�systems�such�as�
InDesign.�
You�can�generate�complete�catalogs�as�well�as�catalog�extracts,�such�
as�new�products�or�target�group�catalogs,�at�the�push�of�a�button�or�
even�enable�your�sales�staff,�partners�or�customers�to�print�your�data�
sheets�on�demand�or�extract�catalogs�with�absolutely�up-to-date�data.

Much more flexible 
print pages with 100% 
automation
ANTEROS.print can be configured to 
your layout requirements by using 
flexible rules instead of page-based 
templates.
The layout of your online shop, on-
line catalog or information system is 
adapted to your individual require-
ments.

Tables of contents, articles and key-
words, which are still set manually 
in template systems via e.g. Inde-
sign and for which the corresponding 
page numbers must be repeatedly 
found, can also be generated fully 
automatically with ANTEROS. Such 
directories are important for catalog 
users so that they can find their way 
around the catalog and quickly find 
relevant products.

You can also fully automatically ge-
nerate product pages with different 
article tables with only one standard 
printing rule. The table columns are 
set automatically and even the co-
lumn widths are adapted to your 
content

Print Generation
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Print-on-demand
You can create complete print docu-
ments or excerpts of catalogs at the 
push of a button. Typesetting costs 
are completely eliminated, with eve-
ry edition and language version.
For many, this is what makes the new 
topic of excerpt catalogs, e.g. a new 
product catalog per quarter, possible 
in the first place, due to reduced time 
and cost reasons.

Web-based
This enables your employees and, if 
necessary, retailers, partners or cu-
stomers to generate data sheets or 
any catalog extracts on-demand with 
current data at any time, if required 
even with their own logo.

Readjustments via the 
web interface
Not only are the print rules more fle-
xible, you can even easily fine-tune 
the rules yourself via the web inter-
face, e.g. which main colour a chap-
ter should have.

Fully integrated with 
PIM
You don‘t have to move the data from 
the PIM-system into the print module 
via an interface.
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Link to product data
A label can contain not only individu-
al products, but also entire product 
series. For each assigned product 
and for each product contained in the 
assigned product series, a label is ge-
nerated during label generation and 
filled with the corresponding product 
data.

Labels
With�the�ANTEROS�label�module,�ANTEROS.label,�you�can�automatically�
generate�product�labels�from�your�product�data.�For�this�purpose,�
the�label�editor�offers�you�both�static�and�dynamic�elements�and�an�
automatic�space�check.

Define layout and 
content in the editor
You can enter general information 
such as the length and width of the 
label, how many labels are next to 
each other when printed, the spacing 
of the label stickers, etc. in the label 
editor.
You can also define the contents of 
the label in a layout editor. Both fixed 
(static) elements, such as the logo, 
and dynamic elements, such as the 
article number, photos, icons or pa-
rameter values of the respective pro-
duct, can be defined.
The serial number is a special dy-
namic element, which allows you to 
print consecutive numbers on your la-
bels. This number is only incremented 
when a label is printed and not, for 
example, in preview mode.
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Automatic space 
verification
When generating one or more la-
bels, ANTEROS automatically checks 
whether the product data of the 
dynamic elements also fit into the 
available space of the label. It is 
possible to define that the font will 
change if there are space problems 
or that a warning is to appear during 
print generation.

Automatically generate 
barcode from EAN
For labels with a barcode or QR code, 
ANTEROS offers a significant simpli-
fication of work: you do not have to 
create the barcodes for each product 
yourself and store them as an image 
on the product, ANTEROS can auto-
matically generate barcodes from an 
EAN and a QR code from a URL.

Preview product
In order to use a preview while editing a label type, you can 
store a representative product as a preview product and have 
a preview label created with it. This saves time because not 
all labels have to be generated each time to visualise an ad-
justment to the label type.

Print options
For each label, you can specify how many labels to print side 
by side on one page. You can also personalise any distance 
between labels and to the edge of the roll.
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Our Customers
Here is a selection of our satisfied customers. 
More�information�and�detailed�user�reports�can�be�found�on�our�
website.
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PIM, Print and Web
“Within only two years we have set up the PIM system, automated price lists for several countries 
with ANTEROS, exported data for Arge and Datanorm and are currently setting up the web cata-
log. Amazing, I wouldn‘t have thought that was possible. 
ANTEROS is very easy to use. INCONY‘s partnership and customer orientation impressed me 
throughout the entire process.“

Holger Kleine-Tebbe,  
Product data manager at TECE

Mr Holthaus,  
International Product Documentation 

Manager at Hella

International online shops
“I was very impressed with the development time of 

the international online shops. The system integration 
worked very well in only 3 months. The feedback from 

the national companies is almost too good, now all coun-
tries would like to have such a online shop, which also 

provides an image boost for the company. The number of 
incoming orders is growing significantly.“

Efficient data maintenance in PIM
 “Data maintenance is becoming increasingly important for us and with the central data mainte-

nance in ANTEROS we can do this very efficiently for our wide range of products in 24 languages. 
Our ERP Infor is connected via XML interface and we export data in Arge and BMEcat format for 
our dealers using standard ANTEROS exports. Our websites are supplied with product data and 

images via web service and the best is the 100% generation of our heterogeneous over 1000 
page print catalog. INCONY supports us competently and purposefully, contact partners are easily 

accessible and offer us excellent support.“

Roland Kreutzmann,
Marketing representative of Oventrop

Price lists fully automatic
“Our price lists have become even more appealing 
and yet we save 220 hours a year. We are thrilled 
with the product and services from INCONY and 
the Swiss partner ppa, as they support us quickly, 
competently and in a friendly manner when 
needed.“

Lukas Zumstieg,  
Sales Manager at Rapid
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